PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF MEDICINE
Resolution No. **16**
Series of 2021

ALLOWING THE CONCERNED EXAMINEES OF THE SEPTEMBER 2021 PHYSICIANS LICENSURE EXAMINATION (PLE) TO TAKE THE IMMEDIATELY SUCCEEDING PLE AND TEMPORARILY WITHHOLDING THE RELEASE OF THEIR SEPTEMBER 2021 EXAMINATION RESULTS PENDING THE COMPLETION THEREOF

WHEREAS, the Professional Regulation Commission (Commission) is mandated to administer and conduct the licensure examinations of the various regulatory boards in accordance with the rules and regulations it shall promulgate; determine and fix the places and dates of examinations, among others;

WHEREAS, the Commission, through the Professional Regulatory Board of Medicine (Board), administered the Physicians Licensure Examination (PLE) on September 11, 12, 18 and 19, 2021 in Baguio, Cagayan de Oro, Cebu, Davao, Iloilo, Legazpi, Lucena, Tacloban, and Zamboanga;

WHEREAS, the following examinees failed to take the last three (3) days of the examination due to health reasons: Ms. Dominique S. Cheung and Ms. Zhadiqa L. Ekrima;

WHEREAS, the following examinees were unable to take the last two (2) days of PLE due to health restrictions: Ms. Aizah P. Ampong, Mr. Efren T. Catimbang, Jr., Ms. Hannah Marie B. Estaña and Ms. Marie Jasmine M. Sumatra;

WHEREFORE, finding the above-stated reasons to be valid and excusable, the Board hereby RESOLVES to allow **MS. AIZAH P. AMPONG, MR. EFREN T. CATIMBANG, JR., MS. DOMINIQUE S. CHEUNG, MS. ZHADIQA L. EKRIMA, MS. HANNAH MARIE B. ESTAÑA and MS. MARIE JASMINE M. SUMATRA** to take the immediately succeeding PLE in order to complete their performance ratings in the examination. Unless otherwise prescribed by the Board and the Commission, failure to take this PLE shall result in the invalidation of their examinations taken during the September 2021 PLE and they shall be considered to have failed the entire examination.

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the examination results of the concerned examinees shall be withheld until such time that they have taken the remaining PLE subjects on the immediately succeeding schedule of the PLE.

This Resolution shall take effect immediately.

Done in the City of Manila this **24th** day of September 2021.
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